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Large-scale production of nano-twinned, ultrafine-grained copper
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Abstract

Large-scale production of high purity (99.999%), nano-twinned, and ultrafine-grained copper foils (22 �m thick) was successfully implemented
by the use of nanoscale multilayer technology. The process allows the production of up to fourteen 10 cm diameter foils during a single deposition
run with high levels of reproducibility. Mechanical tests demonstrate that the strength of the Cu foils (σy ∼ 540–690 MPa) compares favorably to
ultrafine-grained copper samples produced by other methods.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The production of new and improved high strength nanocrys-
alline (NC) and ultrafine-grained (UFG) materials is an
ndeavor that has been the subject of research for over two
ecades, with a strong focus on metals such as copper and nickel
1]. In order for NC or UFG materials to be widely used, it is
ecessary to study feasible production methods with high repro-
ucibility and scalability.

Even though many advances have been made in processing
echniques and improving the mechanical behavior of NC and
FG materials, the subject of large-scale production remains one
f the biggest challenges in nanostructured materials research.
or a pure metal, such as copper, a variety of techniques have
een employed to synthesize small grain structures, including
lectrodeposition, equal channel angular extrusion (ECAE), ball
illing, and inert gas condensation [2–4]. One common issue

f these processing techniques is that the sample dimensions
re very small, typically in millimeter sizes. Moreover, these
rocesses present a wide range of problems, such as impurity,
orosity, texture, high surface roughness, and film thickness

attributed to the different processing techniques. This signifies
the importance of large-scale production of high quality NC or
UFG specimens for meaningful comparison results.

Historically, nanoscale multilayer technology is a process that
uses a physical vapor deposition (PVD) technique to produce
two-dimensional nanocomposites with fine alternating layer
structures (<100 nm). Many types of nanoscale multilayers, such
as Cu/Zr, Ni/Cu, and Ag/Cu alloys [7,8], have been synthesized
for applications such as protective coatings, mirrors, and sensors
[6–15]. Currently, this type of technology has not been used to
synthesize single element nanostructures (having nanoscale size
features). This particular technique presents many advantages
over conventional processing methods for nanoscale materials
production: (a) control of the bilayer thickness in order to tai-
lor the mechanical properties, (b) fabrication of large samples
(diameter >10 cm), (c) production of multiple samples during a
single deposition run, and (d) creation of samples with highly
reproducible mechanical properties.

Early work by Dahlgren and Merz [16,17] illustrated the
possibility of using a sputtering technique (dc triode sputtering
chamber) to synthesize NC or UFG Cu by continuous deposi-
imitations [1,5,6] that lead to a large scatter in the mechani-
al behavior data. In many cases, such discrepancies could be

∗

tion of copper materials at extremely high sputtering rates (above
11 nm/s). The development of highly columnar grain structures
and relatively high residual stresses, however, prevented them
from producing large-scale, smooth, and high quality samples.
Nonetheless, this early work indicates that nanoscale twins are
o
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ne of the common microstructural features formed in PVD pro-
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cesses. Recently, Zhang et al. [18] developed a model for the for-
mation of nanoscale twins during sputter deposition on Cu/330
stainless steel nanoscale multilayers. The model implements
factors such as stacking fault energy and deposition rate for
the formation of nanoscale twins. The study demonstrates that
using multilayer technology allows the formation of nanoscale
grains containing twins while using much lower deposition rates
(0.30 nm/s). Understanding the development of nanoscale twins
(nano-twins) in Cu produced by multilayer technology will fur-
ther enhance the ability to improve the mechanical properties.
Lu et al. and Ma et al. [2,19] have shown that an electrodeposited
copper with ultrafine grain sizes (400 nm to 1 �m) and medium
to high density nano-twins (which act as strengthening agents)
exhibits high strengths (600–900 MPa) when compared to the
strength of nanocrystalline Cu (360–1100 MPa) [20,21].

This study presents the large-scale production of UFG Cu
foils with nanoscale twins processed by nanoscale multilayer
technology. The synthesized foils are not considered multilayers
since they are made of a single element. However, the techniques
for processing the Cu foils arrived from multilayer technology,
i.e., the foils were fabricated using five different layer thick-
nesses ranging from 1.25 to 43.6 nm (18,000 to 520 layers)
for a total foil thickness of ∼22 �m. We compare the effects
of the deposition layer thickness to sample microstructure and
mechanical behavior, all of which are unknown since this is the
first time that multilayer technology has been adapted to process
l
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were characterized by chemical analysis, Archimedes method,
XRD, SEM, plan-view and cross-sectional TEM. Uniformity in
sample thickness was verified by measuring at least five different
locations in a single foil, using a digital micrometer with a preci-
sion of 0.1 �m. The standard deviation for five measurements is
less than 0.5 �m. Additionally, stylus profilometry (Veeco-Sloan
Dektac 3) was used to check coating thickness by scanning the
step height between the mask and unmasked region of a witness
wafer.

The microstructures of as-deposited samples were character-
ized using a Philips CM300-FEG transmission electron micro-
scope (TEM) at 300 kV. The plan-view TEM samples were
thinned to transparency using an E.A. Fischione (PA, USA) twin-
jet electropolisher in an electrolytic solution of 10 vol.% nitric
acid and 90% methanol at a temperature of −25 ◦C. The cross-
sectional TEM samples were prepared using a dual focused ion
beam (FIB) technique. Both bright-field and dark-field tech-
niques have been applied in order to better resolve the structural
information of the copper samples.

Tensile tests (2–4 tests per sample) were performed at room
temperature using a computer controlled Instron 4444 table-
top universal testing machine at a constant cross-head speed
of 0.508 mm/min. Samples were knife-cut from a die without
any thermal heating in order to prevent grain growth. The gauge
length of the dogbone-shaped samples is 6 mm, width 3 mm,
and thickness of 22 ± 0.5 �m. A special fixture was designed in
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arge-scale single element foils.

. Experimental procedures

Cu/Cu foils 22 �m thick with individual deposition layer
hicknesses ranging from 1.2 to 43.6 nm were deposited on
0 cm diameter (1 0 0) silicon wafers by dc magnetron sputter-
ng. Table 1 presents the sample number and layer thickness
nformation. Films were prepared using two 150 mm diam-
ter magnetron sputtering sources using ultrahigh purity Cu
99.999%), operated with 600 W of power each, at a pressure of
mTorr. The deposition rate was 0.197 nm/s for all samples. The

ubstrate rotation speeds were changed in order to acquire the
esired individual layer thickness. Fourteen wafers were coated
n a single run. Substrate temperature was monitored during the
eposition process and reached ∼90 ◦C for all of the foils.

Once the samples were removed from the chamber, the resid-
al stress was measured using a Tencor FLX-2320 Thin Film
tress Measurement Instrument. Then the films were removed
rom the substrate and handled as free standing foils, which

able 1
haracterization of Cu samplesa

ample
umber

Number of
layers

Deposition layer
thickness (nm)

18000 1.2
8350 2.7
4168 5.4
2084 10.5

520 43.6

a All samples are 22 �m thick.
rder to minimize handling of the samples and prevent bending
uring mounting.

Nanoindentation tests were performed on the samples using
XP-nanoindenter (MTS, Oak Ridge, TN) with depth control
ode. Additionally, Vickers microhardness measurements were

erformed using a 5 g load.

. Results and discussion

The residual stress in Cu foils is an area of major concern
ince the development of large residual stresses, due to intrinsic
nd extrinsic factors, could significantly hinder the ability to
roduce thick films [22,23]. Multilayer technology allows the
ynthesis of samples with large thickness (>100 �m) and relative
ow residual stresses [13]. In this particular case, the UFG copper
oils were grown by an interrupted process using multilayered
echnology as described in Section 2. This process has been
hown to allow the relaxation of the film stress [24] and thus
acilitate the synthesis of thick (>100 �m) foils with low residual
tresses (<100 MPa). Fig. 1 shows the overall shape and size of

ross-sectional
rain size (�m)

Twin density
(m2/m3)

Plan-view grain
size (nm)

1–3 3.0 × 106 195
ot measured Not measured 179
1–3 2.0 × 106 177
ot measured Not measured 178
4–5 1.2 × 106 175
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Fig. 1. Free-standing copper foil processed by using multilayer technology. Coin
is placed to emphasize the large foil size.

a free-standing foil. A coin (US$ 0.25) has been placed next to
the foil to accentuate the large foil diameter. The smooth surface
finish, as well as the fact that the free-standing foil lies very flat,
implies the small residual stresses in the samples. The mirror-
like surface roughness of all samples approximates 10 nm rms
over a 1 mm length.

In order to assess microstructure effects due to the processing
method, both the plan-view and cross-sectional TEM images
were analyzed. It can be observed in Fig. 2 that the plan-view
grain size is very similar for all deposition layer thicknesses and
is about 200 nm. This suggests that the final grain size of the
foils is controlled by the substrate temperature, rather than the
individual deposition layer thickness. The cross-sectional TEM
shown in Fig. 3 was performed for the smallest deposition layer
size (1.2 nm), the intermediate layer size (5.4 nm), and the largest
layer size (43.6 nm). Though the columnar grains are still visible
in all three samples, cross-sectional TEM suggests that smaller
deposition layer thickness does help to suppress columnar grain
growth. The samples with layer thickness of 1.2 and 5.4 nm
have columnar grains of 1–3 �m length while the 43.6 nm layer
thickness has grains of 4–5 �m length. The twin density for the
three samples was measured as the twin boundary area per unit
volume (m2/m3) [19,25] and is shown to increase as the layer
thickness decreases (see Table 1). This result is in line with the
recent findings by Zhang et al. on Cu/330 stainless steel, which
demonstrated that as the Cu layer thickness decreased, more
twins were present [18].

Another critical method in assessing UFG materials such as
Cu is the study of the sample purity and porosity, which can
affect the mechanical behavior. Chemical analysis performed
on the Cu/Cu samples showed a purity higher than 99.999%;
this purity is difficult to achieve by other methods [2]. Density
m
m
w
(

F nm, (b) 2.7 nm, (c) 5.4 nm, (d) 10.5 nm, and (e) 43.6 nm. (All figures have the same
s

ig. 2. Plan-view TEM micrographs with deposition layer thickness of (a) 1.2

cale bar.)
easurements performed on our samples show a fully dense
aterial with density values of 8.93 ± 0.05 g/cm3. Nanovoids
ere not detected in extensive TEM examinations of all foils

Figs. 2 and 3).
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional TEM micrographs for deposition layer thickness of (a)
1.2 nm, (b) 5.4 nm, and (c) 46.3 nm. The inset shows relatively high density
growth twins inside columnar grains (arrows indicate film growth direction).

At this point, the UFG copper foils with nanoscale twins have
been shown to have similar plan-view grain sizes given a par-
ticular deposition layer thickness. However, there are changes
in the overall twin density which has been shown to affect the
mechanical behavior [2,19]. Tests by Vickers and nanoindenta-
tion were performed to depths of about 2–3 �m (∼10% of the
total sample thickness). The hardness values obtained by both
methods ranged between 1.8 and 2.2 GPa. From these values
one can approximate the yield stress as σy ∼ 1/3H, which ranges
from 600 to 733 MPa. The elastic modulus was obtained from
nanoindentation tests, ranging from 130 to 140 GPa, which are
accepted values for randomly oriented Cu [3].

Tensile tests were performed on samples at a constant strain
rate of 1.4 × 10−3 s−1. As mentioned in Section 2, 2–4 tests were

Fig. 4. Representative stress–strain curves for all samples at room temperature
from uniaxial tensile tests at a strain rate of 1.4 × 10−3 s−1. Curves are labeled
by the deposition layer thickness.

performed per sample (A–E). Fig. 4 shows a representative curve
for each sample. The tensile data scatter given a deposition layer
thickness was less than 1%, thus further demonstrating the sam-
ple uniformity. Note that the displacement of these tensile curves
is measured by the cross-head movement of the machine; there-
fore, the elastic slopes of the curves do not represent the true
elastic moduli of the samples. The plastic strains, however, indi-
cate a variation in ductility as a function of the deposition layer
thickness. Sample A, which has the smallest deposition layer
thickness (1.25 nm) has, on average, a larger ductility than any
of the other samples. Sample E, which has the largest deposition
layer thickness (43.6 nm), has the lowest ductility of all the sam-
ples. As Sample A has the highest twin density, the observable
increase of the tensile ductility with the decreasing deposition
layer thickness seems consistent with the recent results by Lu et
al. [2,25], suggesting that high twin density could increase the
tensile ductility of the materials. Not surprisingly, high-twin-
density Sample A also shows a high yield strength than that
of other samples. Overall, the measured yield strength of all
five types of samples falls between 540 and 690 MPa. These
values are substantially higher than all other ultrafine-grained
coppers with similar grain sizes reported in the literature [26].
This emphasizes the importance of the growth twin in strength-
ening materials. Note that as the majority of elongation in our
samples is post necking, a much larger tensile strain is expected
if we employed a smaller gauge length such as those typically
u
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sed for UFG and NC materials (1–5 mm) [26].
Despite the similarity in overall grain sizes, we emphasize

he importance of layer-by-layer deposition technique in reduc-
ng residual stress to allow large-scale production, in modifying
he twin density, and in suppressing columnar grain growth.
maller deposition layer thickness can be related to higher
anoscale twin density and, therefore, higher strength. The ten-
ile and indentation tests present a high strength Cu material that
s attributed to the presence of nanoscale twins and ultrafine-
rained structures. The Hall–Petch relationship for Cu as stated
y Meyers and Chawla [27] for an average grain size of 200 nm
redicts a yield strength of ∼270 MPa, which is much lower
han our experimental values: 540–690 MPa. Recently, Youssef
t al. [21] and Lu et al. [25] reported two strong NC and
FG copper samples that have strengths over 1 GPa, synthe-
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sized by ball-milling and electrodeposition techniques, respec-
tively. In compared with their results, our copper exhibits lower
strength due to larger grain sizes and/or lower twin density.
However, above-mentioned techniques have severe limitations
that could prevent them from being used to produce large scale
(over 10 cm in diameter), high finish, and/or low residual stress
materials.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated that nanoscale multilayer technol-
ogy can be used for large-scale production of fully dense, high
purity (99.999%), nano-twinned, and ultrafine-grained copper
(14 samples per run, 10 cm diameter foils). Five different layer
thicknesses were used ranging from 1.25 to 43.7 nm (18,000
to 520 layers). Sample characterization revealed similar sample
microstructures with medium twin densities. The yield strength
for all five types of samples was in the range of 540–690 MPa,
demonstrating that these materials are among the high strength
coppers. Overall, the mechanical behavior of the UFG copper
presented in this paper compares favorably to other UFG sam-
ples processed by methods such as ECAE. Our process also has
many advantages, such as large-scale production abilities, repro-
ducibility, fully dense samples, a high-quality surface finish, and
assurance of material purity.
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